18th Annual Nebraska Conference for Undergraduate Women in Mathematics

A national showcase for research of undergraduate women in the mathematical sciences

PLENARY SPEAKERS

Dr. Emina Soljanin
Bell Laboratories

Dr. Abigail Thompson
University of California Davis

PRIMARY PURPOSE
Encourage and mentor undergraduate women to pursue graduate study in mathematics and seek mathematical careers

MAIN PROGRAM
Talks and posters by undergraduate women about their research

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Choosing a Mathematics Graduate Program
Careers Using a Graduate Degree in Mathematics

REGISTRATION
Registration opens October 1, 2015, for presenters and October 6 for non-presenters. Registration closes when capacity is reached.
For undergraduate participants, most local expenses are covered and some travel support is available. For more information or to register, visit:

www.math.unl.edu/ncuwm

SPONSORED BY
• National Science Foundation
• National Security Agency
• University of Nebraska–Lincoln
• UNL Department of Mathematics
• UNL Center for Science, Mathematics & Computer Education

The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is an equal opportunity educator and employer.